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September 11, 2001: 9/11, the Day the Laws of
Physics were Suspended. We Were Told « People
Hating our Freedoms, attacked the Centers of
American power »
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September eleventh, two thousand & one, was a very strange day. Of course we are told,
enemies, hostile to Americans, people hating our Freedoms, attacked various locations near
the heart and control centers of American power, New York City and Washington, DC.

We were told hijackers acting in synchronicity, boarded state of the art airliners in several
cities,  carrying  passports  and  box  cutters  (like  a  «  shank  »  used  in  prison),  quickly
overwhelmed the cockpits of the various airliners and soon were at the controls – piloting
mankind’s  most  sophisticated  flying  machines  toward  a  nefarious  destiny.  We  later  learn
these pilots had trained to fly the world’s most sophisticated jet airliners by obtaining a few
hours of training in single engine, high winged, Cessna airplanes.

At the same time, unfortunately, airspace drills were in progress around the East coast;
drills ironically, simulating airliners being hijacked by Terrorists. These drills made it difficult
for air traffic controllers to respond fast enough to the dangers of the commandeered flights
— leaving the world’s  most  advanced and technologically  guarded nation blind to the
deliberate acts of destruction that were to follow. On that fateful and strange day, the FAA
was unable to ask for « escort service » from the National Military Command Center and like
the rest of the day that too was strange.

The story goes that airliners were flown into two populated skyscrapers in New York City as
well as the Pentagon in Washington DC, and the last crashing straight into the ground at
« Shank »sville, Pennsylvania.

According to an article in the Associated Press, the government referred to the excessive
number of  military drills  in  progress as a « bizarre coincidence.  »  According to many
researchers there were more than 40 coinciding drills in action on that very strange day.

Richard  Ben-Veniste,  Commissioner  :  Isn  t  it  a  fact,  Sir,  that  prior  to  September
11th,  2001, NORAD had already in the works,  plans to simulate in an exercise,  a
simultaneous hijacking of two planes in the United States?

Maj. Gen. Craig McKinley : Col. Scott, do you have any data on that? I m not aware
of that, Sir. I was not present at the time.
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Richard Ben-Veniste,Commissioner:  That was operation Amalgam Virgo.

Col. Alan Scott:  Yes, Sir. Specifically, operation Amalgam Virgo, which I was involved in
before I retired.

Col. Stephen N. Wood  : By sheer coincidence we were scheduled to conduct Timely
Alert II,’  a force protection exercise on Sept. 11 and because of that, some of the
concrete barriers were already in place.

And Operation « Operation Northern Vigilance » in progress that day,  conveniently,  or
should I say coincidently, sent jets patrolling the U.S. east coast to Alaska and Canada; how
strange.

Operation  «  Vigilant  Guardian,  »  a  fourth  drill  in  progress  that  strange morning,  also
simulated hijacked planes.

And  lets  not  forget  «  Operation  Vigilant  Warrior,  »  in  progress  likely  as  «  Vigilante
Guardian’s » nemesis.

Regardless of the how Vigilant the military and NORAD may practice to become, they were
conspicuously and coincidently very un-vigilant on that very strange day.

More strange, however, than the enormous numbers of drills in progress on that fateful day,
was the coincidental collapse of the laws of physics and several laws of nature. Perhaps the
Laws of Nature were too busy drilling a possible attack on the laws of physics and missed
the opportunity to control the events of 9-11.

It was on that very strange day when three massive, modern, heavy and flying fast airliners
purportedly  slammed  into  two  buildings,  each  constructed  with  over  650,000  tons  of
concrete  and  steel,  each  reinforced  to  sustain  just  such  a  collision  and  internally  fortified
with flame retardant steel coatings, and the third into the United States Pentagon Building, a
concrete reinforced super fortress,  and in each case not  leaving a single trace of  the
airliners in view.

In the case of the of the Pentagon – it is the most surveilled building on the planet with likely
more  than  80  cameras  filming  the  area  during  the  attack,  but  only  five  frames  of  blurry
videowere made available, years later, to study the attack.

http://911research.wtc7.net/pentagon/evidence/videos/fiveframes.html
http://911research.wtc7.net/pentagon/evidence/videos/fiveframes.html
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In the case of the video shown of Flight 175 for example, it appears on this very strange
day, the World Trade Center seem to have turned temporarily into butter. The plane fully
loaded with fuel and passengers surrounded by thin aluminum wings and fuselage is seen
clearly swallowed into the building on the videos produced for public consumption that day.

A  massive  standing  tower  of  concrete  and  steel,  with  an  acre  of  concrete  on  each  floor,
exhibiting  enormous  short  term  physical  inertia  (the  planes  having  only  three  one-
hundredths of one percent of the mass of each Tower) which, on any other day, would have
caused a gigantic external explosion followed by a blast of aluminum fragments, fuel, cargo
and people.  The  767’s  twin  Titanium 9000 lb  engines  should  have  produced massive
indentations in the concrete and steel reinforced buildings, perhaps entering the buildings,
but even these massive chunks of heavy metal would have met the massive wall of the
World Trade Center, like an automobile slamming into the front end of a Mac Truck; the
truck remaining largely intact as the car is stopped in its tracks.

The photos and videos show airliners being swallowed whole by the World Trade Centers –
leaving nothing behind but a silhouette, much like Wiley Coyote launched through a wall
chasing the Road Runner; this can only be explained as a temporary lapse in the laws of
physics and nature – again it was a very strange day.
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At the Pentagon, the full throttled 757 flying in ground effect (making it very difficult to keep
the airplane close to the ground – but these were highly trained Cessna pilots) just above
the  cars,  knocking  down  lamp  posts  in  the  parking  lot,  again  finds  the  laws  of  nature
rescinded and is totally and utterly consumed by the building producing a gigantic, nearly
circular, opening in the Pentagon wall into which the entire plane, wings and landing gear
and enormous engines are swallowed. Luckily for the environment, not even the grass on
the lawn outside the building was scraped or damaged, and nothing **at all** remained of
the gigantic twin engine 127,000 lb. airliner; no engines, wings, passengers, luggage, miles
of cable, debris, nothing!

According to the CNN crew who showed up within minutes of the alleged crash, « There is
no evidence of a plane hitting anywhere near the Pentagon. »

Again, the Pentagon turns to butter and a 757 folds itself into the shape of a torpedo and
vanishes into circular hole that Donald Rumsfeld accidentally referred to as the result of
amissile hitting the Pentagon. Perhaps it was a Stargate and the 757 loaded with crew and
passengers entered a worm hole – destined for a planet in Alpha Prime.

In Shanksville, Pennsylvania, the site of the newly created, 9-11 Memorial (reinforcing the
trauma of 9-11), the ground opened up and swallows yet another airplane – It turns out
flight 93 had also located a « butter-gate » and disappeared without a trace into the ground
– nothing remained. No Plane Found

On that Very Strange Day, steel melted at temperatures far below the natural melting point
– reaffirming, the Laws of Physics and Nature were temporarily out service

The World Trade Centers — constructed with 650,000 tons of concrete and steel (top to very
bottom);  each  floor  rising  skyward  capable  of  sustaining  the  weight  of  all  the  other  floors
above and more as a safety factor of at least double was the standard engineering practice
of the day – mysteriously collapse into its own footprint, reportedly the result of a pancake
collapse resulting from collapsing caused by a weakness created by a kerosene fire and the
steel support system melted, leaving the entire structure to fall  at damn near free fall
speeds.

It was a very strange day, because in order for a building, any building, to fall at close to
free fall speeds, there must be almost nothing in the way of the fall, just air. In the case of
the  World  Trade  Centers,  that  would  mean  miles  of  steel  reinforcing  beams  forming
structural squares the length of the building would have to be removed. It would mean the
concrete could not pile up on itself, slowing the fall and creating a compaction of very low
compressible materials, which might also slow the fall, while creating a standing lump of
steel and concrete. Surely this is only possible on certain days when nature is called away.

On that Strange Day … we are told kerosene melted the supporting steel beams and the
building collapsed. But on a normal day, in a normal reality, kerosene burns at 800 F, and if
has a lot  of  oxygen and the right  air  flow to move the burnt  hydrocarbons away from the
conflagration,  it  might  reach  temps  of  1500  F  under  optimum  conditions  of  oxygen;  far
below the 2600+ degrees F required to melt untreated steel – but wait, the WTC steel was
treated  with  flame retardants  and should  have been resistant  even at  higher  temps –  not
that day.

http://www.thegovernmentrag.com/http//www.pentagonstrike.co.uk/pentagon.swf
http://www.thegovernmentrag.com/http//www.pentagonstrike.co.uk/pentagon.swf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=07Bn_CC_mrg
http://www.historycommons.org/context.jsp?item=a101201rumsfeldmissile&scale=0#a101201rumsfeldmissile
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OumTBrSayqw
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The « other » World Trade Center, building 7 fell at exactly free fall speed and strangely
enough was never hit by an airliner or any other contrivance. It just fell to ground in a
controlled demolition which was announced in advance on the BBC – predicted in advance .
Prepping the building for a controlled demolition would have taken many days or weeks to
be setup so it could be properly gutted by internal explosions before the then helpless outer
shell  could  fall  unimpeded.  The  non-critical  thinking  public  was  told  Building  7  suffered
collateral  fire  damage  and  kerosene  fuel  tank  explosions  which  weakened  the  building
enough  to  do  its  own  controlled  demolition  –  perhaps  the  greatest  example  of  the
suspension of the Laws of Nature of the entire day.

 

On this very strange day, the hijackers of the airliners who disappeared into the « butter-
gate » were never listed as passengers on the plane’s passenger list — meaning they just
walked on board. For the rest of us,  we have to show our tickets and the tickets are
confirmed by a passenger list.  Even higher strangeness followed as some of the hijackers,
after  having  flown  these  planes  and  themselves  into  buildings  and  the  ground,  turned
up  alive  living  in  Saudi  Arabia,  Morocco  and  elsewhere.

And it stays strange all day, as we learn two of the airliners supposedly destroyed in 9-11
were shown by air traffic control data to be in the air . It’s easy to see that either the laws of
Nature, especially the laws of Physics, were either repealed on this day OR the stories
presented as explanations for the events of 9-11 are totally fabricated, egregious, hateful
lies causing trauma and the loss of critical thinking skills for most American people. I’m
going with the latter.

The events as told by the news media, and the official reports of 9-11 commission, include
impossible and mocking explanations of how the World Trade Centers were destroyed and
how the Pentagon was damaged and the story of the crash at Shanksville is just hatefully
insulting.

Itis not enough though, our reality is fabricated and most everything Americans believe is
not true.

We’ll know our disinformation program is a success when everything the American public
believes is false. .. » CIA Director William Casey candidly remarked in early February 1981

It’s also necessary for the fabricators to mock and insult Americans while they do the injury
and harm. The official account of the events of 9-11 is a farce, a silly fairy tale, except no
one lived happily ever after.

The events of 9-11 required the pretension of airliners being used as missiles — slamming
into buildings (buildings designed to withstand such an event) and ensuing fires causing the
Titans of steel and concrete to melt to the ground. The sad mockery of the 9-11 events is:
no  airplanes  were  involved  directly  with  the  attacks  and  these  secondary  stories  of
passengers meeting their deaths, phone calls from the planes, silly slogans like « lets roll »
are all mockingly false.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=677i43QfYpQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dbgjzYYXjqw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dbgjzYYXjqw
http://pilotsfor911truth.org/ACARS-CONFIRMED-911-AIRCRAFT-AIRBORNE-LONG-AFTER-CRASH.html
http://pilotsfor911truth.org/ACARS-CONFIRMED-911-AIRCRAFT-AIRBORNE-LONG-AFTER-CRASH.html
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What really happened to the possible passengers on two of the flights (the other two were
never actually scheduled to fly on that strange day) we are not yet aware — but we know for
sure, no passenger airliners ever crashed into buildings and they are likely still flying to this
day.

It’s possible, and necessary, for people to think for themselves. The fabricators of our pop
culture and scripted and invented current events are using ancient magic to control the
mind and steer the heart via emotional, trauma based, cyclic injections of fear and over the
top mega-lies.

For America the nation, a bitter end has been planned and it’s in progress and quickly
becoming visible. When people cannot think for themselves and have no options but to
accept the invented reality spun from fear and the spurious authority of psychopaths in
costume, there is  no opportunity to live as a means to your own ends.  Living in this
« Truman Show » is the life of a prop, a pawn in someone else’s game – a servant at best, a
slave, powerless and with increasing despair.

9-11 was a trial run, just like media hyped mass shootings, such as the Faked Sandy Hook
Shooting and the B-Movie Faked Bombing in Boston and many, many others. In some cases
people die, in others the entire event is faked – but most people never catch on. They are
forced to live in fear and suffer and offer up their wealth and Liberties as an offering to the
gods of State created Terrorism in hopes that maybe this will be last time.

 Funk and Wagonals 1946 definition.
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